How to protect
your smartphone?
#5 security tips

Only

14%

of Polish people protect their smartphones
from data loss*

*Proxi.cloud and Mobiem Polska research, 2019

How much does your smartphone know?

A lot. You could say that it knows as much as you will let it. But
it’s able to learn a lot more... That's why it's so crucial to control
information as much as possible and to secure it from leaking.
There’s only a stone’s throw between unlocking a phone and a data
breach. And although we associate "data leaks" only with sensitive
data of large corporations, it should be a concern of all of us.
We chose ﬁve areas in which we should be extra careful. As 100%
online privacy is impossible today, let's try to take care of it as best as
we can, following some good practices.
So let's get to work - learn how to protect your smartphone!
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#1
ACCESS
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#1 ACCESS
PIN AND PASSWORD
The safest smartphone lock is a properly long PIN code (min. 6 characters!) or a long and complicated password. We can reveal a little
secret, that in our company’s corporate devices security policy we blocked a possibility to unlock a phone with pattern lock. Why? Try to
look at your phone in the sun and you’ll probably see a pattern “painted” on a screen. Moreover, there’s hundreds of thousands of pattern
combinations… but only in theory. In fact, we use a lot less. Does your pattern begin in the left top corner…? That’s how it begins on every
second “pattern lock user” phone.

BIOMETRICS
Yes, we heard about a cut ﬁnger with which a thief unlocked a phone. And yes, we also heard about unlocking a phone with a picture of
owners face. Nevertheless, passwordless trend is still on the rise and an appropriate use of biometrics is a really effective and hard to
break method - let’s use it as much as we can!
A critical point here is a proper biometrics data storage and their protection (yes, protection of data used for protection). After all,
biometrics means much more than just a ﬁngerprint used to unlock your phone - it is also, for example, a scan of your face at the airport
control. Every institution that collects these sensitive data, needs to secure it as much as it is possible. In a data leakage situation, we
can change a password in a few seconds, but we won’t change our ﬁngerprint that easily...

#1 ACCESS
AUTHENTICATION
Every password, even long and very complicated, will be much more secure
if we add to it an additional authentication - a proof of identity. 2-factor
authentication is a use of something you have (e.g. a smartphone) and
something you know (e.g. pin code or SMS code). This method is used
especially in banks, Gmail, Facebook and many more services. There’s also
an another level of authentication - multifactor, in which besides “something
you have” and “something you know”, you use “something you are” - your
biometric data. Our advise: use a multifactor or at least 2-factor
authentication wherever you can!

KEYS / TOKENS
YubiKey is an U2F security key. It’s inserted into an USB port or connected
via NFC with mobile devices. It’s an excellent tool for a multifactor
authentication on many portals, inboxes and to access a corporate data.
YubiKey is also an all-purpose solution: with the same key, you can secure
access to corporate data and to your private Gmail account! There are also
other security keys such as Google’s Titan Security Key, but at Famoc we
use YubiKeys. [click here to watch our video about YubiKey]

#2
GEOLOCATION
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#2 GEOLOCATION
SHARING YOUR LOCATION
This feature has a lot of beneﬁts and it’s improving many apps: Google Maps, Endomondo, iTaxi, UberEats and
many more. It is said that some of Google services collect our location data even when we disable this option.
It allows to collect data about our current location and daily routes, which are then used by advertisers to
target their ads e.g. on a speciﬁc location. It can also affect our search results.

LOCATION HISTORY IN GOOGLE
Location history is a Google setting, that stores information about places we visited. Thanks to that, we can
see personalized maps, recommendations based on places we visited, we can also ﬁnd our smartphone in
case it gets lost, get current information about traﬃc on our daily route to work and see ads tailored to our
needs. Of course there’s always a risk of data leakage and that they end up in the wrong hands. That is why it is
so crucial to secure those data and to minimize the risk of data breach.

#2 GEOLOCATION
CHECK-INS…
A lot of us share our current location in public very often. We have
to remember, that by publishing our location in real time on social
media (whether it’s our jogging route on Endomondo or a holiday
selﬁe), we inform the whole world that we’re not at home right now.
What we should do to avoid that? Change visibility of your posts to
a small group of friends or postpone report from your travel or
training by the time you get home.
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#3
COMMUNICATION
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#3 COMMUNICATION
ENCRYPTION
“Safe” communication - what does it mean? Why aren’t all messaging
apps protecting our privacy? Simply speaking, it’s all about
e n c r y p t i o n. End-to-end (E2E) encryption means that no one
besides the communicating users will be able to intercept messages.
Message that you send is encrypted on your device and decrypted on
the person’s you’re talking to device.

Check if your chat application encrypts E2E
by default! Also consider if you trust the
producer and what are his privacy
practices.
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#3 COMMUNICATION
SECURE MESSAGING APP
What else, besides encryption, we should look for in our messaging app?
MESSAGE SELF-DESTRUCTION
You should check if you can allow automatic self-destruction of a message after a certain time. It guarantees privacy, even when someone has an
access to your phone.
APPS PERMISSIONS
Check if your app has an access to camera or speaker. It’s an answer to a frequent question: is my phone listening to me?
CHAT WITH PASSWORD
Some communication apps have an additional option of protecting a chat with password. It is a valuable feature in case of conﬁdential conversations
or when exchanging sensitive data.
OPEN SOURCE SOFTWARE
It allows users for a safe “integration” with app, affects its ﬂexibility and increases security.

#4
APPS
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#4 APPS
PERMISSIONS
Does a Flashlight app need an access to your Contacts? Does a Calculator count better if it has an access to your Messages? We don’t
think so. Always check permissions that an app is asking for - whether it’s during an installation or a ﬁrst run. Malicious apps are one of
the top data leakage sources.
In 2018, over 109.000 malicious apps were in a Google Play store. Luckily, in 2019
Google implemented an effective malware detection mechanisms and reduced their
number by 76%.

APP SOURCE
Always use secure app sources - download them only from oﬃcial stores. Apps downloaded from untrusted portals, mail attachments
or any other not certain sources are far more likely to have a malicious code. Read app opinions, but don’t always trust ratings - often it’s
a fraud. Perhaps you’ve seen a picture of a person whose task is to click on the high ratings of the application on the wall full of
smartphones...
By following the recommendations, the probability of downloading PHA (Potentially Harmful Application) from the Google Play
store is less than the asteroid hitting the Earth!*

*Android Security 2017 Year in Review

#4 APPS
A major problem in China is the
so-called "click farm”, which main
task is to boost app ratings. There
can be even 10,000 devices for this
purpose on a click farm.
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*photo: .Reddit.com

#4 APPS
UPDATE
Updates usually contain bug ﬁxes or security patches, that can protect your device from any malicious behaviours.
That’s why it’s really important to always have the latest update installed.

On average, we use up to 10 different apps per day.
When was the last time you used
the other 90 installed on your phone?

#4 APPS
SMARTPHONE HYGIENE
There’s a lot of apps, that don’t have any
speciﬁc functionality: Nothing app, Hammer
or Candle won’t improve our daily work nor
provide entertainment. Those apps are
basically useless, though they usually have
high ratings and a lot of reviews. It doesn’t
necessarily mean that the app is malicious,
but if it’s useless, then maybe we should
consider twice downloading it?

#5
MOBILE
BANKING
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#5 MOBILE BANKING
GROWING POPULARITY
According to PRnews.pl, 11 millions of Polish people use mobile banking and 60% of them use only an application (they don’t log in to
the bank account in any other way). Every year, the number of these users is growing. This growing popularity of mobile banking is
forcing additional protections like 2-factor authentication or biometrics to log in or to conﬁrm the transaction. Usually banking
applications are very well protected, but that doesn’t mean that we shouldn’t be careful and follow some rules e.g. to download banking
app only from a secure source, to set limits for mobile transactions and, what’s really crucial, to not click on suspicious links directing to
transaction.

Only 19% of Polish people
are afraid of theft from bank account
via mobile app.*

*we’re far more scared of theft of our photos, videos or messages; Proxi.cloud and Mobiem Polska research, 2019

#5 MOBILE BANKING
MOBILE APP AUTHORIZATION > SMS AUTHORIZATION
Authorization of transaction in mobile application is far more secure that an usual SMS conﬁrmation. This way we can be certain that
no malware on our device will capture an authorization code from SMS message. Moreover, thanks to app notiﬁcations, we are notify
about every step of transaction. We can also see more details about transaction to be sure that we conﬁrm the right transaction.

GOOGLE PAY AND APPLE PAY
Paying with your phone is not only convenient, but also secure. It’s a simple way to pay on sites, in apps and in stores using the cards
saved to your Google Account or to your Apple Wallet. You can check out in hundreds of apps without having to enter your payment
information. When you pay in shops, Google Pay and Apple Pay don't share your actual card number, so your information stays secure.
Both Google and Apple protect your payment info with multiple layers of security, using one of the world’s most advanced security
infrastructures to help keep your account safe.

What else
can I do?

Check, if your data has leaked

HaveIBeenPwned
On this site you can check if any data connected to
your email address has leaked.

Do you work for a company that has
multiple mobile devices? Manage them!
Mobile Device Management
MDM (Mobile Device Management) tools help companies to protect
and manage their mobile devices and to monitor them in real time.
Thanks to these solutions, we can properly secure our corporate data
and force security restrictions on devices (such as PIN code length,
white / black list of apps, use of public Wi-Fi and many more).

data leakage
protection

Sign up for free
FAMOC trial!
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